ON COMPLETE AND INDEPENDENT SETS OF OPERATIONS IN FINITE ALGEBRAS JEAN W. BUTLER
In [4] Post obtained a variety of results about truth functions in 2-valued sentential calculus. He studied sets of truth functions which could be used as primitive notions for various systems of 2-valued logics. In particular, he was interested in complete sets of truth functions, i.e., sets having the property that every truth function with an arbitrary finite number of arguments is definable in terms of the truth functions belonging to the set. Among other results Post established a computable criterion for a set of truth functions to be complete. Using this criterion he showed that there is a finite upper bound for the number of elements in any complete and independent set of primitive notions for the 2-valued sentential calculus (and that actually the number 4 is the least upper bound). Alfred Tarski has asked to what extent these results can be extended to ^-valued sentential calculus, for any finite n. It will be seen from this note that those results of Post concerning complete sets of truth functions can actually be extended. On the other hand it has been shown recently by A. Ehrenfeucht that the result concerning arbitrary sets of functions cannot be extended.
Both the results of Post and those of this note can be formulated in terms of truth functions of the 2-valued (w-valued) sentential calculus or in terms of finitary operations in arbitrary 2 element (n element) algebras. We choose the second alternative since the many-valued sentential calculi have a rather restricted significance in logic and mathematics.
Thus we shall concern ourselves with finitary operations under which a given set A with n elements is closed. For simplicity we restrict our attention to the case when A is the set N of all natural numbers less than n. This restriction implies no loss of generality, since all the results can be extended by isomorphism to any finite set with n elements. For convenience we will identify N with n f as is frequently done in modern set theory.
For any given natural number fc, let n k be the set of all /c-termed sequences x = ζx 0 , x lf , x k -ϊ) with terms in n. Denote by F nιJC the set of all fc-ary operations on and to elements of n, i.e., of all function on n k to n. Let F n = {Jjc<^F n:Jci i.e., F n is the set of all finitary operations on and to elements of n.
For any subset X of F n we will denote by X the smallest set Y which includes X and satisfies the following conditions:
(i) if / e Y and h is obtained from / by exchanging or identifying two arguments, then h e Y;
(ii) if / e Y, g e Y, and h is obtained from / by replacing an argument by g, then h e Y. A function / is said to be generated by a set X if / e X The set X is called closed if X = X, it is called complete if X = F n , it is called independent if there is no proper subset X' of X for which X' = X A set Γ is called a basis for a set X if Y c; X and Ϋ = X. A function / e i^, & is called reducible or reducible to first order if its values depend on at most one argument; i.e., if there is an i < k and an h e F nΛ such that for every sequence x e n k we have f(x) = h(x t ). Hence / is not reducible if and only if for every q < k there are x,y e n k with x q = y q and f(x) Φ f(y). We will denote by &(f) the range of /. We single out two functions in F n . \[ n is the function of two arguments defined by the formula:
r^n is the function of one argument defined by:
r^nχ -x + l(mod n) .
In the following few lemmas we will establish some properties of the notions just defined: LEMMA 1. If f e F nιJc , n ^ 3, / not reducible and &{f) = n, then {/} U F nΛ generates a function g e F nt2 , g not reducible and &(g) = n.
Proof. We first establish that there exist q < k and u, v e n k such that/00 Φ f{v) and u t = v< for all i φ q, i < w. Since &{f) contains more than one element there exist a,b e n* such that/(α) Φ f (b) . There are k + 1 sequences c (0) , c (1) . Hence c (ί) and c (^+1) differ only in the ith coordinate, moreover c™ = a t for i^j and c^ = 6 4 for i < y. Since f{a) = /(c (0) ) = /(cΓ,c{ 0) , -. ,4°1 1 ), /(6)=,/(c (fc) ) and /(α) Φ f(b) it cannot be the case that f(c {ί) ) = f (c {ί+1) ) for all i < k. Therefore there is some q < k such that f(c {q) ) Φ /(c (Q+1) ) and cί q) = ci q+1) for all i Φ q, i < fe. Take c {q) for and c
(α+]) for v. Since &(f) = w, we can choose w sequences τ/ (0) , i/ (1) , ,
e n such that f(y 
If case (i) holds there exist w, z e n* for which w q = z qy and f(w) φf(z), f(w) φf (u), f(w) φf(v) .
With no loss of generality we may assume f(y {2) ) = f(w). We define k functions h 0 , h lf , h^λ e F nΛ separately for h q and for h j9 j Φq,
), ft β (i/), ft β+1 (αθ, , ft fc -i(x)) .
We define g e F n>2 as follows:
Notice that y appears only in the qth coordinate of /.
) for i > 2. Moreover g is not reducible, since g(0, 0) 0 (0,1) and 0(1, 2) Φ 0(2, 2).
If case (ii) holds we take for h q the identity function in F nΛ and using any w, z e n k for which w q = j? β and /(w) Φf(z) we choose & -1 functions h 3 e F n>1 for j Φ q, satisfying 
)Φf{u) and /(»«>) ^=/(t;). Therefore ff (0, w β [1) ),
for m < n and 2 ^ ί < n. Hence ^?(#) = w. The function g is not reducible, since #(0, u q ) Φ g(Q, v q ) and g(l, w q ) φ g{2, w q ).
LEMMA 2. If f e F n>2 is not reducible and &(f) has p elements p ^ 3, then there exist i, j, k,l < n such that among the function values f(iy ^)> f(i> ΐ)> f{j> k), f(j, I) at least three distinct values are represented.
Proof. There are two possibilities; (i) in the table of / all value in ^(/) are taken on across some row, i.e., there is an i < n such that the set of all values f(ί,j) with j < n coincides with (ii) in no row are all values in ^(/) taken on. If (i) holds, since / is not reducible there must be j, I < n for which f(i f I) Φf(j, I) . Since p ^ 3 and all values in &(f) are taken on in the ith row there must be a k < n such that f (i,k) is distinct from both f(i, I) and f(j, I).
If (ii) holds, since / is not reducible there is some non-constant row, i.e., some i,j',j" such that f{i,j r ) Φ f{i>j").
However, by assumption there is a w e &(f) which does not appear in this row, i.e., for all
Since w e &(f) there are j,l < n for which f(j 9 1) = w. Hence f(i, I) Φf(j, I). Since w does not appear in the ith row and the ith row is not constant there is some k < n such that the value f{i y k) is different from both f(i, I) and f(j, I). ~ {u, v, w} . and Clearly, h λ and h 2 satisfy the requirements of the Lemma. The proof in the other cases is analogous. In case (i) / itself may be taken for g. In the other cases using any homomorphism h e F nΛ which exchanges 0 and 1, g may be constructed
Assume the theorem is true for p -1. From {f}l)F nΛ we can construct a function satisfying the induction hypothesis for p -1. Thus we can generate a function g f such that
g'(x, y) = x\f n y for x, y < p -1 .
Now choose functions h lf h 2 e F nΛ such that
and construct /' e F n>2 as follows:
f'(χ, v) = Uf(H*), Πv)))
It can be seen that
Now we define # 6 J y if x < P -1 and y < p p -1 if # = p -1 and y < p . 
In case (i) # can be constructed as
g(x, y) = h(h(x, h λ {y)), h(x, h 2 (y))) .
To construct g in case (ii) we define g f , g" e F n>2
g'(x, y) -h(h(h(x), UV)), hMh(x), h(y)))) g"{χ, y) -k(g'(x, h δ (y)))
and then
g(χ, v) = g'(g"(χ, y), g\χ, y)).
Assuming the theorem true for p -1, we prove it for p, 3 < p ^ n. First we construct a function /" satisfying the induction hypothesis for p -1. To do this we apply Lemma 2, taking an i, y, &, ϊ such that /(ί> ^), /(i> l)> fU>k), f(j, I) represent at least 3 distinct values, u, v, w.
Since p > 3 there is a value z e &(f) ~ {u, v, w). Let
otherwise. Then the function h(f(x, y)) is not reducible and has p -1 elements in its range. The application of an appropriate isomorphism from F nΛ will produce a function /" e F n>2 with &(f") = p -I and /" not reducible. Then by the induction assumption we can generate a function g" e F n>2: such that g"{x, y) = xy n y for x, y < p -1 .
Next by Lemma 3 there exist h λ , h 2 e F nΛ with ^?(/?Ί), &(h 2 ) each consisting of at most p -1 elements and such that fQφ), h 2 (x)) = x for x < p.
Let h 3 , K € F nΛ be isomorphisms such that h(%) < V -1 for x e Λ 4 (a0 < p -1 for a? e and define /' e F w>2 , ft 8 , fe β 6 F nΛ :
and ^(Λ β ), ^(/^6) gp-1.
We can now define a function g' e F n>2 as follows:
Then and g'(p-2,y)=f'(p-2,p-2)
for y < p .
Therefore by Lemma 4 we can generate a function g e F n>2 such that 0(α, i/) = α?V n i/ for x,y < p.
LEMMA 6. If f e F n , n ^ 3, / is not reducible, and &(f) = n then F nΛ U {/} is complete.
Proof. By definition ~n e i^Λ fl . By Lemma 1 there is a # e J*»,i U {/} Π Ί?nΛ s u c^ ^at &(g) -n and ^ is not reducible. Using Lemma 5 with p = n we see that V« e F nΛ U {/}. It is known 1 that the set {V«, ~»} is complete. Clearly, if XgΞ F and X is complete then Y is complete. Therefore F nΛ U {/} is complete.
In [4] Post established a necessary and sufficient condition for a set X S JP 2 to be complete. In order to extend this result to n > 2 we use his method. This consists in constructing a finite family ^f n of proper closed subsets of F n satisfying the condition that every proper closed subset of F n is included in some set of the family. The existence of such a finite family of maximal sets is an important property of the lattice of all closed subsets of F n .
By our definition F nΛ is closed. Moreover F nΛ is finite, containing i Post [3] .
exactly n n elements; therefore the family of all closed subsets of F nΛ is finite. For each closed S S F nΛ , n Ξ> 3, we define a set M(S) as follows:
is the set of all functions f e F n such that either / is reducible or &(f) is a proper subset of n;
(ii) if S Φ F nΛ9 then M(S) is the set of all functions / e F n satisfying the following condition: if in / we replace zero or more arguments by functions in S and then identify all arguments, the resulting function is in S.
Finally, we take as ^// ny n ^ 3, the family of all sets M(S) where S is any closed subset of F nΛ . 2 That this family ^// n actually has the property mentioned above is seen from the following.
LEMMA 7. Let S is a closed subset of F nΛ , (n ^ 3). Then (i) M(S) is closed. (ii) M(S) is a proper subset of F n . (iii) M(S)ΠF nΛ = S. (iv) If Y is a proper closed subset of F n with Y (Ί F nΛ = S then

Proof. We establish Lemma 7 first for the case S Φ F nΛ . M(S)
is closed, since the defining property for M(S) is preserved under exchange or identification of variables and also under substitution. Since S is a proper subset of 
(S). Therefore Y g M(S).
We turn now to the case S -F nΛ . That M(F nΛ ) is closed follows from its definition: Both reducibility and range different from n are preserved under exchange or identification of variables. Let/, g e M(F nΛ ), h a function obtained by replacing an argument of / by the function g. F n>1 ) is a proper subset of F n since there exist functions in F n with full range n which are not reducible. M(F nΛ ) Π F nΛ = F Λιl , since every function in F Wil is reducible. The proof of the fourth property follows from Lemma 6: Let Y be any proper closed subset of F n with Y Π F nΛ = F nΛ . Clearly, Y cannot be complete. By Lemma 6, since F nΛ £ Y, Y cannot contain any function /, with ^(/) = n, which is not reducible. Hence Y £ M (F n>1 ). This completes the proof.
If &(g) Φ n then &(h) φ n and h e M(F nΛ ). If g is reducible, either h is reducible or h =f, so h e M(F nΛ ). Clearly M(
Thus we see that the family ^/ n of all sets M(S) where S is any closed subset of F nΛ consists of finitely many proper closed subsets of F n . Moreover, if X is any proper closed subset of F n by property (iv) of Lemma 7Ig M(Xn F nΛ ) e ^, since In F nΛ is a closed subset of F nΛ .
We now state the main result of the note: THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a set X £ F n , n ^ 3, to be complete is that for every closed subset S of F 1>n there is an f e X such that f <£ M(S). 3 The proof of this theorem follows directly from Lemma 7. If there were any closed subset S of F 1<n such that X £ M(S) then ϊgΙ(S) since M(S) is closed and hence X would not be complete. On the other hand if for every closed subset S of F 1>n there is an / e X ^ M(S) then ΐ^I(S) for any closed subset S of F lιU . By Lemma 7, X cannot be a proper subset of F n . Therefore X must be complete. Proof. If X is complete then F nΛ £ X; and by Theorem 1, Ig M(F nΛ ) . Therefore there is an/ e X~M(F nΛ );
i.e., / e X, &(f) = n, and / not reducible. On the other hand if F nΛ £ X, then X is not included in M(S) for any proper closed subset S of F nΛ . If, in addition, there is an / e X with ^(/) = n and/ not reducible, then X gΞ M(F nΛ ). Therefore by Theorem 1, X must be complete.
We now state two further results, Theorems 2 and 3, 4 which follow easily from Theorem 1; whether or not any finite subset of F n , n ^ 3, is complete and if complete whether independent. 5 This theorem depends essentially on the computable character of our definition of the sets M(S). This means that for any f e F n and any closed subset S of F nΛ we can tell by a finite procedure whether or not / e M(S). Therefore if X is a finite set, Theorem 1 provides a finite method for determining whether or not X is complete. This part of the proof can also be based on Corollary 1. The only thing to be shown is that all functions belonging to F nΛ Π X can be obtained by means of a well determined finite procedure.
If X is complete then X is independent if and only if no proper subset of X is complete. For a finite complete X, therefore, we can determine in finitely many steps whether or not X is independent. THEOREM 3. For any natural number n, n^2, there is a natural number p such that every complete and independent subset of F n has at most p elements. 6 For n = 2 this theorem was proved by Post in [4] . For n ^ 3 it can be derived directly from Theorem 1. Let p be the number of elements in the family ^n of all sets M(S) for S any proper closed subset of F nΛ . By Theorem 1, any set which contains an / 0 M(S) for each M(S) in ^/ί n is complete. Thus any complete set with more than p elements would contain a proper subset which is complete. COROLLARY 2. For any number n, n ^ 2, there is a natural number p such that every complete set included in F n has a finite basis with at most p element.
If IF M £ is complete, then \/ n , ~n e X. Hence {\/ n , ~n} can be generated by a finite subset Y of X. Since {\/ n , ~n} is complete Y must be complete. Let Z be any complete independent subset of Y. Z is a finite basis of X and by Theorem 3, Z has at most p elements.
By modifying the proof of this result (and in fact making the argument independent of Theorem 1) A. Tarski has obtained the following generalization of Theorem 3. THEOREM 4. For any closed set X £j F n which has a finite basis there is a natural number q such that every independent basis of X has at most q elements.
The method of proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. We replace the family ^n by a finite family £f x -{L o , L lf , L^} of closed proper subsets of X with the property that for any closed proper 5 By Post's results in [4] , this theorem is also valid for n = 2 since the conditions defining the sets A, C 2 , C3, Ai and L\ are finitely computable. 6 For n = 3, Yablonskiϊ in [5] found p = 18. we define the set L(A) in the same manner as the sets M(S) were defined for S Φ F n>1 . The proof that the sets L(A) are closed proper sets with the required property in the lattice all closed subsets of X is entirely analogous to the proof of Lemma 7. For complete sets the upper bound q of Theorem 4 is much larger than the p of Theorem 3.
For n = 2, Post in [4] computed an upper bound p = 5 in Theorem 3, and then showed that actually 4 was the least upper bound. He also proved that every closed subset of F 2 has a finite basis. Therefore, two further questions arise for n ^ 3:
(1) does every closed system of functions in F n have a finite basis; (2) (proposed by A. Tarski) is there any finite procedure to determine the least upper bound for the number of elements in any independent basis of the complete system F n .
The solutions of these two problems have been communicated to me by A. Ehrenfeucht. He has shown that the solution of problem (2) is positive, while that of problem (1) Note that Lemma 6 and Corollary 1 extend this result by using Lemmas 1 and 7 to remove the condition feF n>2 , which is necessary for the main results of this note.
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